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After thirteen years of media production I thought I had tried my hand at almost every style
of production at least once. A little bit of drama, some music videos, plenty of advertising
and the odd documentary. My job as a cinematographer and, as in this case, sometimes a
director too, has been very interesting and certainly creative. However, I didn't think I would
come across a new form of production and publication in my career.
Recently, the University of Southern Queensland Marketing team asked me to work with
them on the recreation of their home-page website; www.usq.edu.au. This front page had
previously been designed with a banner photograph followed by the usual drop down
menus. The team wanted to update their website to carry moving pictures rather than still.
The new imagery needed to reflect the university's culture and brand by presenting their
students, academics and study areas in a video banner which would change periodically.
This project was a new mode of production for me for two reasons. First, the shots we
created were designed for a primary output of a single eight-second clip presented, without
context, on the USQ home-page as a moving banner image. Secondly, due to this primary
purpose, at the point of production, we were not creating shots to be edited into a video
presentation; although, at a later stage montage videos were created for other advertising
outputs. Due to these defining characteristics I presented the video clips as akin to still
photographs in motion. These videos have many similar characteristics to still photographs.
They are representative of a short moment, presented with minimal contextualisation, and,
are held on the website for a length similar to a viewer's momentary gaze at social-media
photographs.
As these videos were thought of as stills during the design process we decided to capture
them at varying frame speeds, dependant on content action, in order to present them in slow-
motion. The shots had to be clear yet concise with a spice of creativity while sticking to the
university's strength of authentic presentation - real students and real moments. This meant
we would spend several days shooting in many locations with only two to three shots per
location. Large setups of lighting and grip equipment would often take longer than the quick,
slow-motion shot.
A large setup of lighting and grip equipment including two twelve by twelve
foot half-grid cloth diffusion screens with two Arri Sky Panel s60 lights
pushing through them, complemented by two twelve by twelve solid blacks
on the opposite side for contrast - all for an eight second shot which is actually
only four seconds of real time action.
In order to get the maximum amount of footage out of these specific constraints I used a
specially designed camera gimbal, called a Movi, to smooth the camera's motion during
hand-held shots. We didn't have the time to setup sliders or a dolly so either myself or the
key grip, Nic Karam, would operate the Freefly Systems Movi rig whilst I operated the
camera head using a Movi Mimic control. The Mimic copies all the movement I perform on
the tripod fluid head to the Movi's remote head on the gimbal.
The Movi gimbal on the left of frame is seated in a yoke mounted on a stand at any
height desired. The Movi Mimic controller is mounted on the O'Connor fluid
head I am operating whilst the camera assistant, David Cordell, remains at my
left side with the Arri remote lens control.
In this picture I am operating the Movi gimbal whilst wearing a Ready-Rig
support vest which has two arms with shock absorbers. This isn't as smooth as a
Steadicam, but, on a wide lens and operated carefully this system can achieve
great results whilst easily being able to change from hand-held to static/tripod
mode, and more, very quickly.
This ingenious system allowed us to get some truly creative shots in a speedy fashion
despite all types of restrictions. In one instance we were able to get a top-down shot of
children and their teacher during a learning activity in a classroom. We were able to operate
the camera from a distance without affecting the students and the lesson.
The camera is placed on a 'goal post,' setup constructed by key grip Nic Karam
(nkgripping), and framed directly down.
I operate the camera movement remotely, in this case, with the Movi's joystick
system due to the camera pointing directly down. This remote method of operation
allows the crew to remain either outside the classroom or in the corner out of sight
behind some black fabric so that we do not affect the school students or their lesson
and maintain as much authenticity as possible.
The student's forget the camera is above them as it captures their work out of sight
and silently yet with full remote control over the camera and lens settings as well
as the pan, tilt and rotate axises.
A still frame from the resultant video shows the students at their learning.
Another instance of remote operation occurred when we needed to capture an astronomer
and telescope looking to the stars. We were able to mount the camera system on the yoke
and stand again and raise that stand to roughly four meters high. This allowed us to capture
spectacular shots with very little setup time as this type of shot would normally require a
scaffold tower or a camera jib/crane which can take hours of preparation
An example of the camera, gimbal and yoke setup mounted on a Matthews
Triple Riser Combo Stand.
A still of the resultant video shot captured from this high-angle. The astronomer,
Dr Belinda Nicholson, looking up to the stars.
The flexibility of this system also allowed for quick changes in the style of operation. We
could change the camera from a static operation mounted on a stand and yoke to a stabilised
hand-held operation, either carried in hand or assisted by wearing a support vest, or removed
from the gimbal for other options, such as the confined space of an aviation simulator.
The camera has been removed from the Movi rig so that I can operate it in this
confined space easily. The Arri Alexa Mini is a good choice for this due to its
compact size.
This form of production has been an interesting challenge for me and definitely a new way
of thinking. We had to take into account the website overlay text and drop-down menus
when framing these motion (still) pictures. We had to account for the motion, or slow-
motion as it was, and we had to frame and light beautiful images in their own right. Below a
frame-grab shows how the images are hosted on the website.
The new USQ website, www.usq.edu.au, a moving image overlaid with text and
drop-down menus, as well as a darkening gradient for the white text. The
Marketing department had text overlays printed on clear plastic transparencies
that were held over the monitor during framing so we could avoid obscuring a
face with text.
The crew were fantastic in helping me put this together. I would especially like to thank the
production manager Erin Venter, producers Erin Byles and Meg McGee, production
assistant Paige McDonald, gaffer Glenn Jones, best-boy electrics Teretiano Reti and Craig
Perkins, key grip Nic Karam and the camera assistants David Cordell and Danny Haneman.
All the crew mentioned above minus the photographer, Julian Panetta.
As mentioned earlier in this article, even though there was no intention during the
production to create edited videos out of the content we created on location it was
discovered later that we could create some montage videos from the beautiful slow-motion
content. Below is an example of one of those videos - some outputs from this project were
television and cinema commercials whilst others ended up as Instagram stories re-framed to
the 9:16 aspect ratio or YouTube pre-roll adverts.
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Redesigning the USQ website around slow-motion video content required a new approach for this video 
production. #advertising #usq #slowmotion #cinematography #cinematic #university #filmproduction #arri 
#arrialexamini #filmcrew
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Just WOW. You're setups are insane Dr Daniel Maddock. Would love to come and hang out and watch 
you work some time mate.
Dr Daniel Maddock
- Lead Digital Pedagogy and Curriculum at University of Southern Queensland - Cinematographer/Ph…
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Thanks so much for the in-depth behind the scenes post - it was a really great read - and it gave more 
value to the finished product.
Dr Daniel Maddock
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